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 We have been officially launched in 1997 as the first online games service in Greece. Since then we have won the trust of
thousands of Greek gamers who prefer playing on our site rather than finding their games through conventional ways. Our
strong focus on our players has remained throughout our development and today our servers are in a highly dedicated, well-

maintained state. Our motto “where games come first” is what has brought us to the state we are in. We strive to deliver the best
gaming experience, whether you are on your PC, MAC or on your smartphone. We guarantee that you will find fun and that you
will have a good gaming experience! Some of the games that you can find on GameHouse FREE and PLAY! Arcana Hearts : A
breath of fresh air to the RPG genre. 100% FREE! A classic turn based RPG (using a series of dice rolls) with a mesmerizing

story. The game requires no downloads or software installation. Enjoy its addictive gameplay and captivating story while
progressing through the game’s hundreds of quests. What’s more, don’t miss the many side quests, achievements and a lot of
“handsome” characters waiting to be discovered! : A breath of fresh air to the RPG genre. 100% FREE! A classic turn based

RPG (using a series of dice rolls) with a mesmerizing story. The game requires no downloads or software installation. Enjoy its
addictive gameplay and captivating story while progressing through the game’s hundreds of quests. What’s more, don’t miss the
many side quests, achievements and a lot of “handsome” characters waiting to be discovered! Tactical Action : This is a game

based on the classic D&D rules. The game offers more than 500 quests and 200 classes to choose from. Each class offers a
different experience and gameplay. You have to fight evil powers and orcs while conquering hordes of monsters. This game has
been designed in such a way that it can be played both by experienced players and beginners. On GameHouse, you can play your

favorite PC games at the touch of a button! : This is a game based on the classic D&D rules. The game offers more than 500
quests and 200 classes to choose from. Each class offers a different experience and gameplay. You have to fight evil powers and

orcs while conquering hordes of monsters. This game has been designed in such a way that it can be 82157476af
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